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The hydrogen-rih areted envelopes of neutron stars in binary systems are
the site for the rapid proton apture nuleosynthethi proess (rp proess), whih
involves nulei lose to the proton dripline. An overview of the relevant reations
and nulear properties for rp-proess studies is given, along with motivations of
further experimental nulear physis studies.
1 Introdution
In low-mass binary systems involving a neutron star, proton-rih material from the at-
mosphere of the ompanion giant star an be areted on the surfae of the neutron star
[1, 2, 3, 4℄. (see also the review artile [5℄). One a ritial density (≈ 106 g/m3) is reahed
within the areted layer, thermonulear fusion of hydrogen and helium is ignited and high
temperatures are attained in an explosive runaway. Suh thermonulear ashes an be ob-
served as so-alled type I X-ray bursts. The energy is generated by hot hydrogen burning
yles and by burning helium in the 3α reation and a sequene of (α,p) and (p,γ) reations,
whih provide seed nulei for the subsequent hydrogen burning in the rp proess, onsisting
of rapid proton aptures and β− deays lose to the proton dripline. The timesale of the rp
proess is given by the slow eletron apture half-lives (waiting points) in the proess path.
For a long time the doubly magi nuleus
56
Ni (t1/2 = 2×10
4
s) was onsidered to be the
endpoint of the rp proess. The reation network was extended up to Sn in a reent one-zone
model alulation [6℄, and it was found that
56
Ni only beomes a temporary waiting point
at the initial rise of the burst but that the reation ow an go beyond in the ooling phase.
Thus, nulei in the mass range A ≈ 80 − 100 an be synthesized within the short timesale
(≈ 10 − 100 s) of the explosive event. This results in an enhaned energy prodution,
additional hydrogen onsumption and altered ashes of the rp proess, whih are deposited
on the rust of the neutron star. If mass ejetion during the burst is feasible, this would also
open up a new possible explanation of the so-alled p nulei in the solar abundane pattern,
whih are stable proton-rih nulei whih annot be produed in the s and r proesses.
Of partiular importane proved to be two-proton apture reations whih an bridge
the waiting points enountered at the N = Z nulei 64Ge(t1/2 = 64 s),
68
Se(t1/2 = 36 s), and
72
Kr(t1/2 = 17 s).
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Fig. 1. The rp-proess reation-ux integrated over the thermonulear runaway (top) and the
ooling phase (bottom) of a single X-ray burst [6℄. Stable p nulei (whih annot be produed in
the s and r proess) are marked by P.
Time-dependent alulations with oupled full networks are urrently performed to give
a more onsistent understanding of the time struture of burst and interburst phases, and
of the fuel onsumption [7, 8, 9℄.
2 Proton apture reations
The reation path of the rp proess is shown in Fig. 1. Similar to the r proess, far away
from stability the rp-proess path is determined by the nulear masses or proton separation
energies, respetively, and the β−-deay half-lives alone and not by individual reation rates.
Only several individual (p,γ) and (p,α) reations in the early burst phase and the 2p-apture
reations
56
Ni(2p,γ)58Zn, 64Ge(2p,γ)66Se, 68Se(2p,γ)70Kr, and 72Kr(2p,γ)74Y will have major
impat on the resulting reation ow, energy generation, and nuleosynthesis. Although the
2p-apture rates are slow due to the short lifetime of the proton-unbound intermediate
nuleus after the rst apture, they are essential for the ontinuation of the reation path
beause they ompete with quite slow β− deays. Current estimates of these rates at the
waiting points are based on mass models and level density alulations. As the rates and
derived lifetimes against proton apture depend sensitively on the reation Q value, more
experimental data about nulear masses in this region are learly needed to onrm the
results. For instane, the stellar lifetime (inluding β deay and proton apture) of 68Se is
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Fig. 2. Stellar halife (inluding β deay and p-apture) of 68Se as a funtion of reation Q value
for a temperature of 1.5 GK, a density of 10
6
g/m
3
, and solar hydrogen abundane [6℄. Q values
predited by dierent mass models are indiated.
shown in Fig. 2 as a funtion of the proton apture Q value. A hange in the Q value of
only 200 keV, well within mass model unertainties, might hange the stellar lifetime by a
fator of 5. Put in another way: For a lifetime determination to better than a fator of 2, the
Q value has to be known with an auray of better than 100 keV, whih is way beyond the
auray of modern mass model preditions. While a diret study of 2p-apture reations is
not possible, the study of Coulomb dissoiation of
66
Se,
70
Kr, and
74
Y oers a way to obtain
information about the reations [10℄.
In the early burst phase, hot hydrogen yles are formed whih onsist of two subsequent
proton aptures, a β deay, another proton apture and β deay, and a nal (p,α) reation
losing the yle. With rising temperature, these yles break up by (p,γ) reations in the
order of dereasing Q values. Most of these rates an be predited in the statistial model of
nulear reations, as the prerequisite of a suient number of resonanes within the Gamow
window is met [11, 8℄. Only at the low proton separation energies lose to the dripline, the
level density beomes too low to justify averaging over resonanes and the ontribution of
isolated resonanes has to be taken into aount. Nevertheless, measurements of reations
are highly desireable in all ases, in order to obtain information on the level density and to
verify the theoretial alulations [6, 12℄.
Reently, a study on the inuene of proton apture on
27
Si,
31
S,
35
Ar, and
39
Ca on
hot hydrogen burning beame available [13℄. Estimates of the rates are given, based on
previously published values or updated nulear properties. The rate used for
31
S(p,γ)32Cl [14℄
is more than a fator of 3 slower than the one previously used [15℄ in rp-proess alulations,
whereas the other rates dier by about 30%. (Note, however, that the
31
S(p,γ) rate is
also in disagreement with another reent evaluation [16℄.) A self-onsistent time-dependent
alulation [9, 17℄ shows the importane of these rates in the initial phase of the burst
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Fig. 3. Comparison of burst proles with previous rates (REACLIB) [15℄ and the rates given in
[13℄ (Iliadis) in a self-onsistent model [9, 17℄. Due to the slower rates, the onset of the burst is
delayed, reeted in a delay in the expansion, the luminosity and the temperature prole. Energy
generation is suppressed, shown by the lower maxima in luminosity and temperature.
(Fig. 3). Due to the slower rates, the onset of the thermonulear runaway is delayed and
the luminosity and temperature proles are altered. The strongest eet is due to the
31
S(p,γ)32Cl rate whih is also reeted in the development of the abundanes over time,
as shown in Fig. 4. This is in ontradition with the (not self-onsistent) post-proessing
study laiming to have found no signiant impat [13℄. Together with the nulear physis
unertainties involved, it proves the importane of measuring suh reations in radioative
ion beam failities.
3 β deays
As mentioned before, the rp-proess ow is determined only by the Q values and β−-deay
half-lives as long as the temperature is high enough to permit a (p,γ)(γ,p) equilibrium. Then
the proessing to heavy nulei is determined by the lifetime of the waiting point nulei. The
β-deay half-lives of the ritial waiting point nulei are well-known, even when the proton
apture Q values are not. The few unknown half-lives enountered below Zr are those of the
nulei reahed by 2p aptures. Their half-lives will have little impat sine the reation ow
is determined by the slow 2p aptures. Only beyond Zr, the rp-proess path fully enters
a region of unmeasured β-deay half-lives. Usually, theoretial half-lives from a ertain
model are adopted in rp-proess studies, e.g. from QRPA [18℄, supplemented by shell model
alulations [19℄ in the one-zone model [6℄ quoted above. Masses also enter ruially. When
omparing preditions of dierent models it is important to not only onsider the average
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Fig. 4. Abundanes of
27
Si,
31
S,
35
Ar, and
39
Ca vs. time. Compared are self-onsistent
alulations [9, 17℄ with previous rates (REACLIB) [15℄ and with rates from [13℄ (Iliadis). The
strongest eet is due to the
31
S(p,γ)32Cl rate.
global reliability but also the behavior of the unertainties when the model is extrapolated
towards proton-rih nulei [6℄.
β-deay half-lives in high temperature senarios an be altered in respet to laboratory
values due to the deay of thermally exited states. It has been shown [18℄ that the β-deay
lifetime of exited states an be signiantly dierent from the lifetime of the ground state.
In the rp proess, this eet ould mainly be important for the long lived self-onjugate
nulei, forming the waiting points in the proess path. For these nulei only the population
of the rst exited 2
+
state plays a role in the relatively low energy regime of kT ≤ 300
keV of X-ray bursts. The energies of the 2
+
states were estimated in a valene sheme and
with shell model alulations [6℄. Signiant deviations from the ground state deay are
only found for
64
Ge,
68
Se, and
72
Kr. However, for temperatures below 2 GK the deay rates
stay onstant with temperature and around 3 GK the eet is still less than approximately
15% and thus negligible. Only in senarios with temperatures exeeding 3 GK temperature
dependene of β-deay half-lives has to be taken into aount.
4 Conlusions
Rapid proton aptures along the proton dripline are typial for nuleosynthesis proesses
at the high density and temperature onditions of an areted neutron star envelope. Reent
investigations have shown that the rp proess proeeds well beyond Ni and an produe nulei
in the mass range A ≈ 80−100. To establish the denite endpoint of the rp proess, further
experimental investigations of nulear properties (masses, β−-deay half-lives, reation rates)
6at or lose to the dripline are needed. In the lower mass range, reations of the hot hydrogen
burning yles determine the initial burst phase and the timesale of the proessing into more
heavy nulei. Thus, they are interesting targets for urrent and future studies at radioative
ion beam failities. For an extensive review on experimental needs and approahes in the
rp proess and in astrophysis in general, see [10℄. Consistent multizone, hydrodynamial
alulations are important to onsider mixing between dierent layers and to study the
inuene of the reation rates on fuel onsumption, energy generation and nuleosynthesis
in X-ray bursts.
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